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On Causal Mediation Analysis with a Survival
Outcome
Eric J. Tchetgen Tchetgen
Abstract
Suppose that having established a marginal total effect of a point exposure on
a time-to-event outcome, an investigator wishes to decompose this effect into its
direct and indirect pathways, also know as natural direct and indirect effects, me-
diated by a variable known to occur after the exposure and prior to the outcome.
This paper proposes a theory of estimation of natural direct and indirect effects in
two important semiparametric models for a failure time outcome. The underlying
survival model for the marginal total effect and thus for the direct and indirect
effects, can either be a marginal structural Cox proportional hazards model, or
a marginal structural additive hazards model. The proposed theory delivers new
estimators for mediation analysis in each of these models, with appealing robust-
ness properties. Specifically, in order to guarantee ignorability with respect to the
exposure and mediator variables, the approach, which is multiply robust, allows
the investigator to use several flexible working models to adjust for confounding
by a large number of pre-exposure variables. Multiple robustness is appealing be-
cause it only requires a subset of working models to be correct for consistency;
furthermore, the analyst need not know which subset of working models is in
fact correct to report valid inferences. Finally, a novel semiparametric sensitivity
analysis technique is developed for each of these models, to assess the impact on
inference, of a violation of the assumption of ignorability of the mediator.
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Suppose that, having established a marginal total e¤ect of a point exposure on a
time-to-event outcome, an investigator wishes to decompose this e¤ect into its direct
and indirect pathways, also know as natural direct and indirect e¤ects, mediated by
a variable known to occur after the exposure and prior to the outcome. This paper
proposes a theory of estimation of natural direct and indirect e¤ects in two important
semiparametric models for a failure time outcome. The underlying survival model
for the marginal total e¤ect and thus for the direct and indirect e¤ects, can either
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be a marginal structural Cox proportional hazards model, or a marginal structural
additive hazards model. The proposed theory delivers new estimators for mediation
analysis in each of these models, with appealing robustness properties. Specically, in
order to guarantee ignorability with respect to the exposure and mediator variables,
the approach, which is multiply robust, allows the investigator to use several exible
working models to adjust for confounding by a large number of pre-exposure vari-
ables. Multiple robustness is appealing because it only requires a subset of working
models to be correct for consistency; furthermore, the analyst need not know which
subset of working models is in fact correct to report valid inferences. Finally, a novel
semiparametric sensitivity analysis technique is developed for each of these models,
to assess the impact on inference, of a violation of the assumption of ignorability of
the mediator.
1 Introduction
Suppose that, upon establishing a marginal total e¤ect of a point exposure on an
outcome of interest, an investigator wishes to decompose this e¤ect into its direct and
indirect pathways, also know as natural or pure direct and indirect e¤ects, mediated
by a variable known to occur after the exposure and prior to the outcome (Robins
and Greenland, 1992, Pearl, 2001). The literature on statistical methods for causal
mediation analysis has blossomed in recent years with new results on idendication
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of direct and indirect e¤ects, and a number of novel techniques for obtaining statis-
tical inferences about these e¤ects (van der Laan and Petersen, 2005, VandeWeele,
2009, Imai 2010a,b, Lange and Hansen, 2011, VanderWeele, 2011, Tchetgen Tchet-
gen and Shpitser, 2011a,b). With the exception of Tein and Mackinnon (2003), and
the recent paper by Lange and Hansen (2011) and the accompanying commentary
by VanderWeele (2011), who consider a survival context, the existing literature on
causal mediation analysis has largely focused on structural models for a mean e¤ect.
The current paper aims to further develop methodology for mediation analysis for
survival data. In fact, we propose a general theory of estimation of natural direct
and indirect e¤ects for two important semiparametric models of a failure time out-
come. We assume that the underlying survival model for the marginal total e¤ect
and thus for the direct and indirect e¤ects, can either be a marginal structural Cox
proportional hazards model as in Robins (1998), or a marginal structural additive
hazards model. Lange and Hansen (2011) were the rst to consider the use of the
additive hazards model for causal mediation analysis in a survival context; whereas
Tein and Mackinnon (2003) and VanderWeele (2011) also consider the use of a Cox
proportional hazards model for mediation analysis.
The current paper aims to extend these existing results in several important ways.
Thus, we develop some new semiparametric estimators of direct and indirect e¤ects for
each of these models, with appealing robustness properties. Specically, the proposed
3
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approach which is so-called multiply robust, allows the investigator to use several ex-
ible working models in order to adjust for a possibly large number of pre-exposure
confounders for both exposure and mediating variables. Multiple robustness is ap-
pealing because it only requires a subset of these working models to be correct for
consistency; furthermore, the analyst need not know which subset of working models
is in fact correct to report valid inferences. Finally, in this paper, a novel semipara-
metric sensitivity analysis technique is also developed for each model, to assess the
impact on mediation inferences, of a violation of the assumption of ignorability of the
mediating variable. This is an important contribution in its own right, particularly
because no methodology currently exist for performing a sensitivity analysis in the
current survival context.
The theory developed in this paper parallels similar theory recently proposed by
Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a,b) for making inferences about natural direct
and indirect e¤ects of the exposure on the mean of the outcome. In section 2, we adapt
these previous results to obtain multiply robust inferences about natural direct and
indirect e¤ects of a binary exposure on the marginal survival curve in the presence of
confounding and right censoring. Because the previous theory does not directly apply
to semiparametric regression models for survival data, new methodology is developed
in Section 3 for obtaining multiply robust inferences about natural direct and indirect
e¤ects under a Cox model and an additive hazards model. Then, we develop similar
4
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multiply robust estimators of natural indirect e¤ects for each model. Finally, Section
4 gives new results on semiparametric sensitivity analysis in a survival context.
First we introduce some notation. Throughout, we suppose independent and
identically distributed data on a vector (E;M;X; T ;) is collected for n subjects.
Here, E is the binary exposure variable, M is a mediator variable with support
S; known to occur subsequently to E and prior to T ; and X is a vector of pre-
exposure variables with support X that confound the association between (E;M)
and the underlying failure time of interest T . Because of censoring, we observe  =
I(T  C) and T  = min(T;C) where C denotes an individuals right censoring
time. Throughout, we assume that conditional on E; censoring is independent of
(M;X; T ); although in principle, this latter assumption may be relaxed as in Robins
and Rotnitzky (1992) and van der Laan and Robins (2003). To limit the amount of
unmeasured confounding, we suppose that X contains several variables, and thus is
likely of moderate to high dimension. We assume that for each level fE = e;M = mg ;
there exist a counterfactual variable Te;m corresponding to the outcome had possibly
contrary to fact the exposure and mediator variables taken the value (e;m) and for
fE = eg ; there exist a counterfactual variable Me corresponding to the mediator
variable had possibly contrary to fact the exposure variable taken the value e:
Although the paper focuses on a binary exposure, we note that the extension to
a polytomous exposure is trivially deduced from the exposition.
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2 Mediation analysis for a marginal survival probability
Let D(t) denote I(T   t); D(t) denote I(T  t) and dene the corresponding
counterfactual at risk process Dem(t) = I(Tem  t): Also, let Sem(t) = E fDem(t)g =
E fI(Tem  t)g denote the survival probability at time t had possibly contrary to fact
the exposure and mediator variables taken the value (e;m); and let ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)
denote the conditional survival probability of T at t. Consider the following decom-
position of the total e¤ect of E on the survival probability at time t:
total e¤ectz }| {
S1M1(t)  S0M0(t) =
natural indirect e¤ectz }| {
S1M1(t)  S1M0(t) + S1M0(t)  S0M0(t)| {z }
natural direct e¤ect
(1)
As shown in the display above, the natural direct e¤ect captures the e¤ect of the
exposure when one intervenes to set the mediator to the (random) level it would have
been in the absence of exposure (Robins and Greenland, 1992, Pearl 2001). Such an
e¤ect generally di¤ers from the controlled direct e¤ect which refers to the exposure
e¤ect that arises upon intervening to set the mediator to a xed level that may di¤er
from its actual observed value (Robins and Greenland, 1992, Pearl, 2001, Robins,
2003). As noted by Pearl (2001), controlled direct and indirect e¤ects are particularly
relevant for policy making whereas natural direct and indirect e¤ects are more useful
for understanding the underlying mechanism by which the exposure operates.
Identication of natural direct and indirect e¤ects requires additional assumptions.
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To proceed, we make the consistency assumption:
if E = e ; then Me =M w.p.1
and if E = e and M = m then Te;m = T w.p.1
In addition, we adopt the sequential ignorability assumption of Imai et al (2010)
which states that for e; e0 2 f0; 1g:
fTe0;m;Meg q EjX (2)
Te0m qM jE = e;X (3)
paired with a standard positivity assumption:
fM jE;X (mjE;X) > 0 w.p.1 for each m 2 S
and fEjX (ejX) > 0 w.p.1 for each e 2 f0; 1g
where fM jE;X is the density of [M jE;X] and fEjX is the density of [EjX]: Then, under
the consistency assumption, the rst part of the sequential ignorability assumption
(2) and the positivity assumption, one can show that SeMe(t) is identied by the g-
formula of Robins (1997); under the additional assumption given by the second part
of the sequential ignorability assumption (3), one can further show as in Imai et al
(2010a), that:
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S1M0(t) = t (4)
=
ZZ
SX
ST jE;M;X(tjE = 1;M = m;X = x)fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) fX(x)d(m;x)
where fM jE;X and fX are respectively the conditional density of the mediatorM given
(E;X) and the density of X; and  is a dominating measure for the distribution of
[M;X] : Thus S1M0(t) is identied from the observed data (See Pearl, 2011 and van
der Laan and Petersen (2005) for related identication results). We note that the
second part of the sequential ignorability assumption (3) is particularly strong and
must be made with care. This is partly because, it is always possible that there might
be unobserved variables that confound the relationship between the outcome and the
mediator variables even upon conditioning on the observed exposure and covariates.
Furthermore, the confounders X must all be pre-exposure variables, i.e. they must
precede E. In fact, Avin et al (2005) proved that without additional assumptions, one
cannot identify natural direct and indirect e¤ects if there are confounding variables
that are a¤ected by the exposure even if such variables are observed by the investi-
gator. This implies that similar to the ignorability of the exposure in observational
studies, ignorability of the mediator cannot be established with certainty even after
collecting as many pre-exposure confounders as possible. Furthermore, as Robins
and Richardson (2010) point out, whereas the rst part of the sequential ignorability
assumption (2) could in principle be enforced in a randomized study, by randomizing
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E within levels of X; the second part of the sequential ignorability assumption (3)
cannot similarly be enforced experimentally, even by randomization. And thus for
this latter assumption to hold, one must entirely rely on expert knowledge about the
mechanism under study. For this reason, it will be crucial in practice to supplement
mediation analyses with a sensitivity analysis that accurately quanties the degree
to which results are robust to a potential violation of the sequential ignorability as-
sumption. For this purpose, later in the paper, we adapt and extend the sensitivity
analysis technique of Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a,b) to a survival analysis
setting.
Theorem 1 of Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a) implies that in order to
obtain a consistent and asymptotically normal (CAN) estimator of the functional
displayed in equation (4) and thus a CAN estimator of S1M0(t) under the three as-
sumptions given above, one must consistently estimate a subset of the following quan-
tities fST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjXg. Thus, let fbST jE;M;X ; bfM jE;X ; bfEjXg denote estimates of
these required quantities, based on standard parametric or semiparametric working
models for regression and density estimation. Because of the curse of dimensionality
due to a high dimensional X; nonparametric methods for estimating these quantities
are likely impractical for the sample sizes encountered in practice, and thus paramet-
ric/semiparametric models must be used. We emphasize that these three models are
not of primary scientic interest but as later demonstrated, are needed for making
9
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inferences about mediation.
In principle, one could simply evaluate the functional under the estimated model
to obtain the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE):
btmt = PnZ
S
bST jE;M;X(tjE = 1;M = m;X) bfM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) d(m)
where Pn []  n 1
P
i []i : However, one should then be concerned that model mis-
specication of either bST jE;M;X or bfM jE;X will likely lead to biased estimates of direct
and indirect e¤ects. Note that the MLE does not rely on a model for fEjX and thus is
completely robust to a mis-specied estimate bfEjX : Two alternative estimators similar
to those proposed by Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a) for mean e¤ects, can
be obtained here, that respectively use fbST jE;M;X ; bfEjXg only and f bfM jE;X ; bfEjXg only;
and thus are respectively robust to mis-specication of bfM jE;X and bST jE;M;X : Indeed,
in the rst case, one could use:
btet = Pn
(
I(E = 0)bfEjX(0jX) bST jE;M;X(tjE = 1;M = m;X)
)
and in the second case one could use :
bemt = Pn
(
bSCjE (T  jE = 1) I(E = 1)I (T
  t)bfEjX(EjX)
bfM jE;X (M jE = 0; X)bfM jE;X (M jE;X)
)
where bSCjE (T  jE = e) denotes the exposure arm specic Kaplan-Meier estimator of
the survival curve of censoring: bS 1CjE (T  jE = 1) weights are needed here to correctly
account for censoring (Robins and Rotnitzky, 1992, Satten and Datta, 2001) under the
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current assumption that censoring is ignorable conditional on E; and an additional
standard positivity assumption (Robins and Rotnitzky, 1992). Unfortunately, as was
the case for the MLE, these alternative estimators are likely severely biased if either
of the working models they require is incorrect.
Theorem 2 of Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a) partially resolves this po-
tential di¢ culty, by providing a roadmap to construct an estimator bt  bt bST jE;M;X ; bfM jE;X ; bfEjX
that is partially robust to such model mis-specication, and remains CAN in the union
modelMunion that assumes at least one but not necessarily all of the following hold:
(a) the estimates of the conditional survival probability bST jE;M;X and of the condi-
tional density of the mediator bfM jE;X are consistent;
(b) the estimates of the conditional survival probability bST jE;M;X and of the condi-
tional density of the exposure bfEjX are consistent
(c) the estimates of the conditional densities of the exposure and mediator variables
are consistent.
Clearly, such an estimator bt should generally be preferred to btmt ;btet and bemt
because an inference using bt is guaranteed to remain valid under many more data
generating laws than an inference based on each of the other three estimators. bt
is in fact so-called triply robust, as it delivers the correct inferences under the union
of the three submodels (a), (b) and (c). By Theorem 2 of Tchetgen Tchetgen and
11
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Shpitser (2011a), the following estimator is in fact triply robust:
bt = Pn
26666664
bSC;1(T  ) I(E=1)bfEjX(EjX)
bfMjE;X(M jE=0;X)bfMjE;X(M jE;X)
n
I (T   t)  bST jE;M;X(tjE = 1;M;X)o
+ I(E=0)bfEjX(0jX)
nbST jE;M;X(tjE = 1;M;X)   bt (1; 0; X)o
+bt (1; 0; X)
37777775
where
bt (1; 0; X) = Z
S
bST jE;M;X(tjE = 1;M = m;X) bfM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) d(m)
bt may in turn be combined as in Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a) with
an existing doubly robust estimator of the g-formula for SeMe(t) (van der Laan and
Robins, 2003, Bang and Robins, 2005), to obtain a triply robust estimator of the
natural direct and indirect e¤ects given in equation (1). To report condence intervals,
the nonparametric bootstrap could be used although an analytic expression and a
corresponding estimator for the asymptotic variance of bt is easily derived from a
standard Taylor series argument (see for example Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser,
2011a).
3 Mediation analysis for two survival models
In this section, we consider the estimation of natural direct e¤ects under two alter-
native structural models for the total e¤ect of exposure: a Cox proportional hazards
model (Cox PH) and an additive hazards model.
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3.1 Proportional hazards model
The rst model posits a Cox PH regression for the average total e¤ect of the exposure,
that is
Te (t) = T0 (t) exp (ce)
where Te (t) denotes an individuals average hazard of experiencing an event at time
t; had possibly contrary to fact, the person been exposed to E = e; and c encodes
on the log-hazards scale, the total causal e¤ect of exposure. As in VanderWeele
(2011), one can decompose exp (c) = T1 (t) =T0 (t) into natural direct and indirect
components:
T1 (t)
T0 (t)
=
total e¤ectz }| {
T1M1 (t)
T0M0 (t)
=
natural indirect e¤ectz }| {
T1M1 (t)
T1M0 (t)
 T1M0 (t)
T0M0 (t)| {z }
natural direct e¤ect
(5)
As we show next, unlike VanderWeele (2011) no rare outcome assumption is necessary
for inference, but we further assume that the natural direct hazards ratio, and thus
the indirect hazards ratio, agrees with the proportional hazards assumption of the
total e¤ect, and thus
TeM0 (t) = T0M0 (t) exp
 
dirc e

follows a Cox PH model where dirc represents the direct e¤ect of exposure, and
similarly
T1Me (t) = T1M0 (t) exp
 
indc e

13
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where indc represents the indirect e¤ect of exposure. This is an additional assumption
since although unlikely in practice, in principle both direct and indirect e¤ect could
be functions of time in such a way that they combine to produce a time-constant total
e¤ect on the hazards ratio scale. Next, we describe some procedures for estimating
the direct e¤ect parameter dirc :
Our rst result generalizes the weighted strategy that previously gave bemt , and
relies on the assumption that f bfM jE;X ; bfEjXg is consistent, however it does not use
bST jE;M;X :
Theorem 1: Under the consistency, sequential ignorability and positivity assump-
tions, Uw
 
dirc

is an unbiased estimating function for dirc ; where
Uw
 
dirc

= Uw
 
dirc ; fM jE;X ; fEjX

=
Z
dN(t)W
"
E   1
 
t; dirc

2
 
t; dirc
# ; (6)
with
1
 
t; dirc

= E

D (t)WE exp
 
dirc E
	
;
2
 
t; dirc

= E

D (t)W exp
 
dirc E
	
;
W =
fM jE;X (M jE = 0; X)
fEjX(EjX)fM jE;X (M jE;X)
and N(t) = I(T   t; = 1) is the counting process of an observed failure time.
Thus, dirc is the solution of the equation:
E

Uw
 
dirc
	
= 0
14
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The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in the appendix; the result motivates the estimator
edirc that solves:
Pn
nbUw edirc o = 0
where bUw () = bUw ; bfM jE;X ; bfEjX is an empirical version of Uw ( ) dened as:
Z
dN(t)cW
24E   Pn
n
D (t)cWE exp  dirc Eo
Pn
n
D (t)cW exp  dirc Eo
35 (7)
with
b1 (t) = Pn nD (t)cWE exp  dirc Eo ;
b2 (t) = Pn nD (t)cW exp  dirc Eo ;
and cW dened as W under f bfM jE;X ; bfEjXg: Thus, under the key assumption that
f bfM jE;X ; bfEjXg is consistent (and converges in probability at rates faster than n 1=4,
see Newey (1994)), and under further standard regularity conditions edirc is CAN with
asymptotic variance that can be obtained by a standard Taylor expansion, or more
conveniently by the nonparametric bootstrap. In the event that either bfM jE;X or bfEjX
is not consistent, edirc will generally be inconsistent. Thus we propose an alternative
approach to estimate dirc :
First, we note that because both 1 (t) and 2 (t) in equation (6) involve W; esti-
mation of these functions of t requires correct models for ffM jE;X ; fEjXg: Thus, a key
step in developing a multiply robust estimator of dirc involves nding an alternative
15
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representation for these two functionals with better robustness properties. In this
vein, for a given function H = h(E) of E; let
R(t;H; dirc ) = R(t;H; 
dir
c ; ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE)
=

D (t)  SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)
	
Wh(E) exp
 
dirc E

+
8>><>>:
P
e
R
SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)h(e) exp
 
dirc e

d (m)
9>>=>>;
+ I(E=0)
f(EjX)
P
e SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M ;X)h(e) exp
 
dirc e

  I(E=0)
f(EjX)
2664
P
e
R
SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)h(e) exp
 
dirc e

d(m)
3775
and for H1 = E and H2 = 1; dene
mrj
 
t; dirc

= mrj

t; dirc ; ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE

= E

R(t;Hj; 
dir
c )
	
; j =
1; 2:
Next, deneRz(t;Hj; 
dir
c ) asR(t;Hj; 
dir
c ) under the law fSzT jE;M;X ; f zM jE;X ; f zEjXg:
In the appendix, we establish that mrj
 
t; dirc

= j
 
t; dirc

; j = 1; 2; and in fact,
we prove that this alternative representation is multiply robust, in the sense that
mr;zj
 
t; dirc

= E

Rz(t;Hj; 
dir
c )
	
= j
 
t; dirc

provided that at least one of the
following three conditions hold: either fSzT jE;M;X ; f zM jE;Xg = fST jE;M;X ; fM jE;Xg or
fSzT jE;M;X ; f zEjXg = fST jE;M;X ; fEjXg; or f f zM jE;X ; f zEjXg = f fM jE;X ; fEjXg: In the
appendix, we use this result to establish the following theorem:
Theorem 2: Under the consistency, sequential ignorability and positivity assump-
tions, Umr
 
dirc

= Umr

dirc ;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE

is an unbiased estimat-
16
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ing function for dirc ; where
Umr
 
dirc

=
R 
dN(t)  SCjE (tjE) fT jE;M;X(tjE;M ;X)dt
	
W

E   
mr
1 (t;dirc )
mr2 (t)

+
R R P
e2f0;1g
2664 SCjE (tjE = e) fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;m;X)fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)


e  
mr
1 (t;dirc )
mr2 (t)

3775 d ( (m) ; t)
+ I(E=0)
fEjX(EjX)
R P
e2f0;1g
2664

SCjE (tjE = e) fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M ;X)
	


e  
mr
1 (t;dirc )
mr2 (t;dirc )

3775 dt
  I(E=0)
fEjX(EjX)
R R P
e2f0;1g
26666664
8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE = e) fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m ;X)
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)
9>>=>>;


e  
mr
1 (t;dirc )
mr2 (t;dirc )

37777775 d ( (m) ; t)
Furthermore,
E
n
Umr

dirc ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
o
= 0 (8)
if one but not necessarily all three of the following conditions holds: either fSzT jE;M;X ; f zM jE;Xg =
fST jE;M;X ; fM jE;Xg or fSzT jE;M;X ; f zEjXg = fST jE;M;X ; fEjXg; or f f zM jE;X ; f zEjXg =
f fM jE;X ; fEjXg; with fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m ;X) =  @ST jE;M;X (tjE;M;X) =@t,
the density of [T jE;M;X] :
According to Theorem 2, a multiply robust estimator bdirc is obtained by solving
the equation:
Pn
nbUmr bdirc ; bST jE;M;X ; bfM jE;X ; bfEjX ; bSCjE o = 0
where bUmr (; ; ; ) is obtained by substituting Pn [] for all marginal expectations. so
17
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that under standard regularity conditions, bdirc is CAN in model Munion: An ana-
lytical expression for the asymptotic variance of bdirc underMunion can be obtained
by a standard Taylor series expansion and a standard calculus for martingale inte-
grals which is not pursued here. Alternatively, one could also use the nonparametric
bootstrap for inference which is more convenient.
To estimate the indirect log hazards ratio indc ; we observe that by the decom-
position given in equation (5), indc = c   dirc where c is the total log hazards
ratio, i.e. T1 (t) =T0 (t) = exp (c) : This immediately gives a simple approach for
obtaining an estimator of the indirect e¤ect. The approach entails rst estimating c
by using standard inverse-probability-of-treatment weighting for total e¤ects. Follow-
ing Robins (1998), ec is obtained by solving equation (7) upon substituting cW with
bf 1EjX (EjX) : Then, we can dene an estimator of eindc by ec   bdirc or alternatively
by ec   edirc . Unfortunately, both of these estimators are likely biased if bf 1EjX(EjX)
is not consistent. As a remedy, the next theorem gives a multiply robust estimating
function of indc .
Theorem 3: Suppose that dirc is known, then under the consistency, sequential
ignorability and positivity assumptions, V mr
 
dirc ; 
ind
c

= V mr(dirc ; 
ind
c ;ST jE;M;X ;
fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE) is an unbiased estimating function for 
ind
c ; where
V mr
 
dirc ; 
ind
c

18
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=Z
266666666664
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dN(t)
  R
8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE) fT jE;M;X(tjE;M = m ;X)
fM jE;X (mjE;X)
9>>=>>; d ( (m) ; t)
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
f 1EjX(EjX)


E   #
mr
1 (t;dirc ;indc )
#mr2 (t;dirc ;indc )

377777777775
+
Z Z P
e2f0;1g
2664 SCjE (tjE = e) fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M ;X)fM jE;X (mjE = e;X)


e  #
mr
1 (t;dirc ;indc )
#mr2 (t;dirc ;indc )

3775 d ( (m) ; t) ;
with
#mrj
 
t; dirc ; 
ind
c

= #mrj
 
t; dirc ; 
ind
c ; ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE

= E

G(t;Hj; 
dir
c ; 
ind
c )
	
;
j = 1; 2
G(t;H; dirc ; 
ind
c ) =8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
D (t)
  R
8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M = m ;X)
fM jE;X (mjE;X)
9>>=>>; d (m)
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
f 1EjX(EjX)h(E) exp
 
dirc + 
ind
c

E
	
+
P
e
Z 8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
fM jE;X (mjE = e;X)h(e) exp
 
dirc + 
ind
c

e
	
d (m)
9>>=>>;
Furthermore,
 
dirc ; 
ind
c

solves
E
n
V mr

indc ; 
dir
c ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
o
= 0
E
n
Umr

dirc ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
o
= 0
if one but not necessarily all three of the following conditions holds: either fSzT jE;M;X ; f zM jE;Xg =
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fST jE;M;X ; fM jE;Xg or fSzT jE;M;X ; f zEjXg = fST jE;M;X ; fEjXg; or ff zM jE;X ; f zEjXg = ffM jE;X ; fEjXg;
with fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m ;X) =  @ST jE;M;X (tjE;M;X) =@t, the density of
[T jE;M;X] :
According to theorem 3, a multiply robust estimator bindc is obtained by solving
the equation:
Pn
nbV mr bindc ; bdirc ; bST jE;M;X ; bfM jE;X ; bfEjX ; bSCjEo = 0
where bV mr (; ; ; ; ) is obtained by substituting Pn [] for all marginal expectations,
so that under standard regularity conditions, bindc is CAN in modelMunion: we rec-
ommend the use of the nonparametric bootstrap for inference.
3.2 Additive hazards model
In some situations, assuming proportional hazards may not t the data well, in which
case, an additive hazards model will often t the data better (Lin and Ying, 2004) .
This alternative model assumes the average total e¤ect of the exposure is additive on
the hazards scale :
Te (t) = T0 (t) + ae
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where a encodes the total causal e¤ect of exposure. As in Lange and Hansen (2011),
one can decompose a = T1 (t) T0 (t) into natural direct and indirect components:
T1 (t)  T0 (t) (9)
=
total e¤ectz }| {
T1M1 (t)  T0M0 (t) =
natural indirect e¤ectz }| {
T1M1 (t)  T1M0 (t) + T1M0 (t)  T0M0 (t)| {z }
natural direct e¤ect
We further assume that the natural direct e¤ect, and thus the indirect e¤ect, agrees
with the assumption of additive hazards, and thus
TeM0 (t) = T0M0 (t) + 
dir
a e
where dira represents the direct e¤ect of the exposure, and similarly
T1Me (t) = T1M0 (t) + 
ind
a e
where inda represents the indirect e¤ect of the exposure. As in the case of the Cox
PH model, this is an assumption since although unlikely in practice, in principle both
direct and indirect e¤ects could be functions of time in such a way that they combine
to produce an additive total e¤ect. We describe some procedures for estimating the
direct e¤ect parameter dira :
The next result gives a weighted approach analoguous to that proposed for the
Cox PH model
Theorem 4: Under the consistency, sequential ignorability and positivity assump-
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tions, Zw
 
dira

is an unbiased estimating function for dira ; where
Zw
 
dira

=
Z 
dN(t)  Edira D (t) dt
	
W

E   $1 (t)
$2 (t)

; (10)
with
$1 (t) = E fD (t)WEg ;
$2 (t) = E fD (t)Wg
Thus, dirc is the solution of the equation:
E

Zw
 
dira
	
= 0
The theorem implies that edira is CAN provided f bfM jE;X ; bfEjXg is consistent, where
edira solves
Pn
nbZw edira o = 0
with
bZw () = Z fdN(t)  ED (t) dtgcW E   b$1 (t)b$2 (t)

(11)
an empirical version of Zw. Thus, edira is not multiply robust. The next theorem
provides a multiply robust estimating function of dira : First, we introduce some ad-
ditional notation and let
$mrj (t) = $
mr
j

t;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE

= E

D (t)  SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)
	
Whj (E)
+
Z P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)hj (e) d (m)
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+ I(E=0)
fEjX(EjX)
P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M ;X) hj (e)
  I(E=0)
fEjX(EjX)
Z P
e2f0;1g
8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)hj (e)
9>>=>>; d (m)
3775
Theorem 5: Under the consistency, sequential ignorability and positivity assump-
tions, Zmr
 
dira

= Zmr

dira ;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE

is an unbiased estimating
function for dira ; where
Zmr
 
dira

=
Z
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dN(t)  Edira D (t) dt
 SCjE (tjE) fT jE;M;X(tjE;M ;X)dt
+Edira SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)dt
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
W
n
E   $mr1 (t)
$mr2 (t)
o
+
Z Z P
e2f0;1g
26666664
8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE = e) fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
 edira SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
9>>=>>;


e  
mr;z
1 (t;dirc )
mr;z2 (t)

fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) d ( (m) ; t)
37777775
+ I(E=0)
fEjX(EjX)
Z
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
P
e2f0;1g
8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE = e) fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M;X)
 edira SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M;X)
9>>=>>;


e  
mr;z
1 (t;dirc )
mr;z2 (t;dirc )

d (t)
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
  I(E=0)
fEjX(EjX)
Z Z P
e2f0;1g
26666664
8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE = e) fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
 edira SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
9>>=>>;


e  
mr;z
1 (t;dirc )
mr;z2 (t;dirc )

fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) d ( (m) ; t)
37777775
Furthermore,
E
n
Zmr

dira ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
 o
= 0 (12)
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if one but not necessarily all three of the following conditions holds: either fSzT jE;M;X ; f zM jE;Xg =
fST jE;M;X ; fM jE;Xg or fSzT jE;M;X ; f zEjXg = fST jE;M;X ; fEjXg; or f f zM jE;X ; f zEjXg =
f fM jE;X ; fEjXg
By theorem 5, a multiply robust estimator bdira is obtained by solving the equation:
Pn
nbZmr bdira ; bST jE;M;X ; bfM jE;X ; bfEjX ; bSCjE o = 0
so that under standard regularity conditions, bdira is CAN in modelMunion: We rec-
ommend the nonparametric bootstrap for inference.
Suppose now that one wishes to estimate the indirect hazards di¤erence inda : By
the decomposition given in equation (9), dira = a   dira where totala is the total
hazards di¤erence, i.e. T1 (t)   T0 (t) = a: This decomposition immediately gives
a simple estimator of the indirect e¤ect based on a weighting scheme. The approach
entails rst estimating a by using inverse-probability-of-treatment weighting. Fol-
lowing Robins (1998), ea is obtained by solving equation (11) upon replacing cW by
bf 1EjX (EjX) : Then, we can dene an estimator of inda by ea   bdira or alternatively
by ea   edira . Unfortunately, just as in the Cox model, both of these estimators are
likely biased if bf 1EjX(EjX) is not consistent. As a remedy, the next theorem gives a
multiply robust estimating function of inda .
Theorem 6: Suppose dira is known, then under the consistency, sequential ignora-
bility and positivity assumptions, Pmr
 
dira ; 
ind
a

= Pmr(dira ; 
ind
a ;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE)
is an unbiased estimating function for inda ; where
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Pmr
 
dira ; 
ind
a

=
Z
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dN(t)  E  dira + inda D (t) dt
  R SCjE (tjE) fT jE;M;X(tjE;m ;X)fM jE;X (mjE;X) d ( (m) ; t)
+
R
E
 
dira + 
ind
a

SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;m;X)fM jE;X (mjE;X) d ( (m) ; t)
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
f 1EjX(EjX)
n
E   mr1 (t)
mr2 (t)
o
+
Z Z P
e2f0;1g
26666664
8>><>>:
SCjE (tjE = e) fT jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
 e  dira + inda  SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)
9>>=>>;

n
e  mr1 (t)
mr2 (t)
o
fM jE;X (mjE = e;X) d ( (m) ; t)
37777775
with mrj (t) = 
mr
j
 
t;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE

= E
h
D (t)  R SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;m;X)fM jE;X (mjE;X) d (m)	 f 1EjX(EjX)hj (E)
+
Z P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tjE = e)ST jE;M;X(tjE = e;M = m;X)fM jE;X (mjE = e;X)hj (e) d (m)

Furthermore,
E
n
Pmr

dira ; 
ind
a ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
 o
= 0 (13)
E
n
Zmr

dira ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
 o
= 0
if one but not necessarily all three of the following conditions holds: either fSzT jE;M;X ; f zM jE;Xg =
fST jE;M;X ; fM jE;Xg or fSzT jE;M;X ; f zEjXg = fST jE;M;X ; fEjXg; or ff zM jE;X ; f zEjXg = ffM jE;X ; fEjXg:
According to theorem 6, a multiply robust estimator binda is obtained by solving
the equation:
Pn
n bPmr binda ; bdira ; bST jE;M;X ; bfM jE;X ; bfEjX ; bSCjEo = 0
where bPmr (; ; ; ; ; ) is obtained by substituting Pn [] for all marginal expectations,
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then under standard regularity conditions, binda is CAN in model Munion; thus one
can use the nonparametric bootstrap for inference.
4 A semiparametric sensitivity analysis
In this section, we extend the semiparametric sensitivity analysis technique proposed
by Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a,b), to assess the extent to which a violation
of the ignorability assumption for the mediator might alter inferences about natural
direct or indirect e¤ects in the survival context. Let
 (t; e;m; x) = T1;mjE;M;X (tjE = e;M = m;X = x) T1;mjE;M;X (tjE = e;M 6= m;X = x)
then
Te0;m /qM jE = e;X
i.e. a violation of the ignorability assumption for the mediator variable, generally
implies that  (t; e;m; x) 6= 0 for some (t; e;m; x): Suppose M is binary and larger
values of T are benecial for health, then if  (t; e; 1; x) < 0 but  (t; e; 0; x) > 0 for
all t; then on average, individuals with fE = e;X = xg and mediator value fM = 0g
have a higher hazard function for each of the potential outcomes fT11;T10g than indi-
viduals with fE = e;X = xg but fM = 1g ; i.e. healthier individuals are more likely
to receive the mediator. On the other hand, if  (t; e; 0; x) < 0 but  (t; e; 1; x) > 0
for all t; suggests confounding by indication for the mediator variable; i.e. unhealthier
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individuals are more likely to receive the mediating factor.
We proceed as in Robins et al (1999) who proposed using a selection bias function
for the purposes of conducting a sensitivity analysis for total e¤ects, and Tchetgen
Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a,b) who adapted the approach for assessing the impact
of unmeasured confounding on the estimation of average natural direct and indirect
e¤ects. Here we propose to recover inferences about natural direct e¤ects on the
hazard function, under either an additive or a proportional hazards model, by assum-
ing the selection bias function  (t; e;m; x) is known, which encodes the magnitude
and direction of the unmeasured confounding for the mediator. In the following, S is
assumed to be nite. To motivate the proposed approach, suppose for the moment
that fM jE;X is known, then under the assumption that the exposure is ignorable given
X, we show in the appendix that the following lemma holds:
Lemma 1:Let
 (t; e;m; x) = 
 
t; e;m; x; fM jE;X

=
fM jE;X (mjE = e;X = x) +

1  fM jE;X (mjE = e;X = x)
	
exp
Z t
0
 (u; e;m; x) du

fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X = x) +

1  fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X = x)
	
exp
Z t
0
 (u; 0;m; x) du

and

 (t; 1;m; x) =
@ log  (u; 1;m; x)
@u
ju=t
Under the consistency assumption and the rst part of the sequential ignorability
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assumption ( 2)
ST1;M0 jM0;X (tjM0 = m;X = x)
= ST1;mjE;M;X (tjE = 0;M = m;X = x)
= ST jE;M;X (tjE = 1;M = m;X = x)  (t; 1;m; x)
Furthermore,
T1;M0 jM0;X (tjM0 = m;X = x)
= T1;mjE;M;X (tjE = 0;M = m;X = x)
= T jE;M;X (tjE = 1;M = m;X = x) 

 (t; 1;m; x)
Lemma 1 implies that ST1;M0 (t) is identied by:
E
 X
m2S
ST jE;M;X (tjE = 1;M = m;X = x)  (t; 1;m; x) fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)
!
(14)
Below, we use this result to obtain consistent estimators of

dirj ; 
ind
j : j = a; c
	
as-
suming  (; ; ; ) is known. A sensitivity analysis is then obtained as in Tchetgen Tch-
etgen and Shpitser (2011a,b) by repeating this process and by reporting inferences for
each choice of  (; ; ; ) in a nite set of userspecied functions   = f (; ; ; ) : g
indexed by a nite dimensional parameter  with 0 (; ; ; ) 2   corresponding to
the ignorability assumption of M , i.e. 0 (; ; ; )  0: Throughout, models for the
probability mass functions of [M jE;X] and [EjX] are assumed to be correct. Thus,
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to implement the sensitivity analysis technique, we develop a semiparametric estima-
tor of

dirj ; 
ind
j : j = a; c
	
in a model M1 that assumes the model for [M;EjX] is
known up to a set of nite dimensional parameters, and in which the selection bias
function is known,  (; ; ; ) = (; ; ; ) for  xed :
For the Cox PH model , we propose to use the following modied estimating
function for estimating the direct e¤ect underM1, which carefully incorporates the
selection bias function:
Uw
 
dirc ; 
 = Z  (t; E;M;X)dN(t)   (t; E;M;X)D (t) dtW

(
E   E

D (t)WE (t; E;M;X) exp
 
dirc E
	
E

D (t)W (t; E;M;X) exp
 
dirc E
	 )
where  (; ; ; ) is dened as  (; ; ; ) under  (; ; ; ) : For the additive model,
one can use the following modied estimating function underM1:
Zw
 
dira ; 
 = Z
8>><>>:
dN(t) 

 (t; E;M;X)D
 (t) dt
 Edira D (t)

 (t; E;M;X) dt
9>>=>>;  (t; E;M;X)W


E   E fD
 (t)WE (t; E;M;X)g
E fD (t)W (t; E;M;X)g

In the appendix, we show the following result holds:
Theorem 7:Suppose  (; ; ; ) = (; ; ; ) ; then under the consistency and pos-
itivity assumptions, and the ignorability assumption for the exposure, and under the
Cox PH model, dirc = 
dir
c (
) solves the equation
E

Uw
 
dirc ; 
	 = 0 (15)
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Similarly, under the additive hazards model, dira = 
dir
a (
) solves the equation
E

Zw
 
dira ; 
	 = 0
Thus, under model M1 and the Cox PH assumption, a sensitivity analysis then
entails reporting the set
nbdirc () : o (and the associated condence intervals) which
summarizes how sensitive inferences are to a deviation from the ignorability assump-
tion  = 0; where edirc () solves an empirical version of equation (15) with unknown
quantities estimated under the model. A sensitivity analysis is similarly obtained for
the additive hazards model, and inferences about indirect e¤ects are obtained as in
Section 3, upon substituting
nbdirc () ; bdira () : o for nbdirc ; bdira o : In the appen-
dix, we describe a doubly robust sensitivity analysis technique which further extends
these results, by recovering correct sensitivity analyses under a union model in which,
bfM jE;X is assumed to be consistent, however, only one but not necessarily both
fT jM;E;X and fEjX need to be consistently estimated.
It is helpful for practice, to briey describe possible functional forms for the se-
lection bias function  (; ; ; ) : In the simple case where M is binary; it may be
convenient to specify a single parameter model such as one of the following:
;1 (t; e;m; x) = t(2m  1) ;2 (t; e;m; x) = tm
;3 (t; e;m; x) = t(2m  1)e ;4 (t; e;m; x) = tme
;5 (t; e;m; x) = t(2m  1)ex1 ;6 (t; e;m; x) = tmex1
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where for each of the above functional forms, the scalar parameter  encodes the
magnitude and direction of unmeasured confounding for the mediator.
The functions ;3; ;4; ;5 and ;6 model interactions with the exposure vari-
able and a component X1 of X; thus allowing for heterogeneity in the selection bias
function over time. Since the functional form of  is not identied from the observed
data, we generally recommend reporting results for a variety of functional forms.
It is important to note that the sensitivity analysis technique introduced above
appears to be the rst of its kind for survival data. While a variety of techniques
have previously been proposed for conducting sensitivity analyses for unmeasured
confounding in the context of mediation, for example, VanderWeele (2010), Imai et al
(2010a), Tchetgen Tchetgen and Shpitser (2011a,b), none of the existing techniques
apply to mediation in the survival context under either a Cox PH model or an additive
hazards model. It is also important to note that by concisely encoding a possible
violation of the ignorability assumption for the mediator through a selection bias
function the proposed approach avoids having to spell out in detail, the possible
nature of the unmeasured confounding; although in practice, as illustrated above, a
parsimonuous model must be used for the selection bias function. A further appeal
of the approach is that it may be used to perform a sensitivity analysis, in settings
where the ignorability violation arises due to a confounder of the mediator-outcome
relationship that is also an e¤ect of the exposure variable; in which case, as observed in
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Section 2, such a variable even when observed, cannot be used towards identication
of natural direct and indirect e¤ects without additional assumptions.
Finally, we note that while in this section, the support of M was nite, the pro-
posed sensitivity analysis methodology can be extended to accomodate a continuous
mediator by further adapting the approach of Robins et al (1999) to the present
setting.
5 Discussion
The current paper makes a number of contributions to the study of statistical meth-
ods for causal mediation analysis. Focusing on survival data, we have proposed a
number of new estimators of natural direct and indirect e¤ects for the Cox PH and the
additive hazards models. The weighted approach developed in section 3 is appealing
for its simplicity and because it is easy to implement in existing software, provided
individual-specic weights are accomodated. We should note that, whereas it is com-
mon practice when estimating total e¤ects via inverse-probability-weights, to report
conservative standard errors based on the sandwich variance formula, that ignores
the rst stage estimation of the treatment weights, results by Tchetgen Tchetgen and
Shpitser (2011a) imply that such a practice gives the wrong answer for natural direct
and indirect e¤ects. For this reason, we recommend the bootstrap for inference. We
also note that, in general, the more involved multiply robust approach of Section
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3 should be preferred to the simpler weighted approach on theoretical grounds, be-
cause the former delivers valid inferences under weaker assumptions than the latter.
However, implementing these improved methods for routine application presents a
signicant challenge that we plan to take on elsewhere.
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APPENDIX
PROOF OF THEOREM 1:Under the consistency, sequential ignorability and
positivity assumptions,
E
n
D (t)
fMjE;X(M jE=0;X)
fEjX(EjX)fMjE;X(M jE;X)h(E) exp
 
dirc E
o
= E
n
ST jE;M;X (tjE;M;X)SCjE (tjE) fMjE;X(M jE=0;X)fEjX(EjX)fMjE;X(M jE;X)h(E) exp
 
dirc E
o
= E
8>><>>:
P
e
R
ST jE;M;X (tjE = e;M = m;X)SCjE (tjE = e)
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)h(e) exp
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dirc e

d (m)
9>>=>>;
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8>><>>:
P
e SCjE (tjE = e)h(e) exp
 
dirc e

E R ST jE;M;X (tjE = e;M = m;X) fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) d (m)
9>>=>>;
=
P
e SCjE (tjE = e)h(e) exp
 
dirc e

STe;M0 (t)
	
=
P
e SCjE (tjE = e)h(e) exp
 
dirc e

STe;M0 (t)
	
and E fdN(t)Wh (E)g
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
T jE;M;X (tjE;M;X)ST jE;M;X (tje;M;X)SCjE (tjE)Wh (E) dt
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P
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2(t;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
E
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The following lemma will be used repeatedly to establish multiple robustness of a
given estimating function.
LEMMA A.1 Given i.i.d data (O;M;E;X), dene the weighted functional  (l)
with weight L = l(E) as:
 (l) =
1X
e=0
L(e)E
Z
E (OjM = m;E = e;X) fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) d (m)

Let B(m; e; x) = E (OjM = m;E = e;X = x) : Then, the random variable J =
J(B; fM jE;X ; fEjX) satises the triply robust unbiasedness property
E
n
J(Bz; f zM jE;X ; f
z
EjX)
o
=  (l)
if at least one but not necessarily all of the following conditions hold: either
fBz; f zM jE;Xg = fB; fM jE;Xg or fBz; f zEjXg = fB; fEjXg; or f f zM jE;X ; f zEjXg = f fM jE;X ; fEjXg;
where
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J(Bz; f zM jE;X ; f
z
EjX) =
fz
MjE;X(M jE=0;X)
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EjX(EjX)f
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
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3775
9>>=>>;
PROOF OF LEMMA A.1: The bias of J(Bz; f zM jE;X ; f
z
EjX) can be expressed
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
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3775
= 0 if at least one of the three conditions of the Lemma holds, proving the result.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2: Under the consistency, sequential ignorability and
positivity assumptions, in the proof of Theorem 1 we showed
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which is of the form  (l) ; with L(e) = h(e) exp
 
dirc e

and O = D (t) : There-
fore, by Lemma 1, Rz(t;H; dirc ) has the desired triply robust unbiasedness property,
such that L(e) = SCjE (tjE = e)h(e) exp dirc e; thus we have E

Rz(t;H; dirc )
	
=
1
 
t; dirc

under the conditions of the Theorem. Similarly, we have previously estab-
lished in the proof of Theorem 1, that
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which is of the form  (l) ; with L(e) = h(e) and O = dN(t):Therefore, by Lemma
1, the theorem holds upon setting h(E) =

E   
mr;z
1 (t;dirc )
mr;z2 (t)

:
The following Lemma is key to proving Theorem 1
LEMMA A.2 Dene the weighted functional  (l) with weight L = l(E) as:
 (l) =
1X
e=0
L(e)E
Z
E (Oj E = e;X) d (m)

=
1X
e=0
L(e)E
Z
E (OjM = m;E = e;X) fM jE;X (mjE = e;X) d (m)

The random variable A = A(B; fM jE;X ; fEjX) satises the double robust unbiased-
ness property which states that E
n
A(Bz; f zM jE;X ; f
z
EjX)
o
=  (l) if at least one but not
necessarily both of the following conditions hold: either fBz; f zM jE;Xg = fB; fM jE;Xg
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or f zEjX = fEjX ; where
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3: We note that #mrj
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but not necessarily both. Further-
more, note that
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The result then follows by noting that dirc solves E
n
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z
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z
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EjX ; SCjE
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=
0 which is triply robust by Theorem 2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4: It is straightforward to verify that $j (t) is of the
form of (l) with L(e) = hj(e) and O = D (t) : Thus,
$1 (t) =
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Under the assumed structural model, and the consistency, sequential ignorability
and positivity assumptions,
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
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proving the result.
PROOF OF THEOREM 5: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2, by
applying Lemma A.1 to the three functionals $1 (t) = $mr1 ; $2 (t) = $
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PROOF OF THEOREM 6: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3, by
applying Lemma A.2 to the four key functionals:
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n
SzT jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X
o
=

ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X
	
E
n
Pmr(dira ; 
ind
a ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE)
o
=
R
T0 (t)
P1
e=0 SCjE (tjE = e)STe(t)
n
e  mr1 (t)
mr2 (t)
o
dt
=
R
T0 (t)
P1
e=0 SCjE (tjE = e)STe(t)
n
e 
P1
e=0 eSCjE(tjE=e)STe (t)P1
e=0 SCjE(tjE=e)STe (t)
o
dt
= 0 and therefore Pmr(dira ; 
ind
a ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE) is a doubly robust
estimating function for a = 
dir
a + 
ind
a :
The result then follows by noting that inda = a   dira and dira solves
E
n
Zmr

dira ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
o
= 0
which is triply robust by Theorem 5, and thus, inda solves
E
n
Pmr(dira ; 
ind
a ;S
z
T jE;M;X ; f
z
M jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE)
o
= 0 provided one of the three
conditions given in the theorem hold.
PROOF OF LEMMA 1: We observe that
ST1;mjE;M;X (tjE = e;X = x) =
ST1;mjE;M;X (tjE = e;M = m;X = x) fM jE;X (mjE = e;X = x)
+ST1;mjE;M;X (tjE = e;M 6= m;X = x)

1  fM jE;X (mjE = e;X = x)
	
= exp
n
  R t
0
 
T1;mjE;M;X (ujE = e;M = m;X = x)

du
o
fM jE;X (mjE = e;X = x)
+ exp
n
  R t
0
 
T1;mjE;M;X (ujE = e;M 6= m;X = x) du
o
1  fM jE;X (mjE = e;X = x)
	
= exp
n
  R t
0
 
T1;mjE;M;X (ujE = e;M = m;X = x) du
o

2664 fM jE;X (mjE = e;X = x)
+ exp
Z t
0
 (u; e;m; x) du

1  fM jE;X (mjE = e;X = x)
	
3775
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Thus, by ignorability of E; we obtain
exp
n
  R t
0

T1;mjE;M;X (ujE = 0;M = m;X = x) du
o
= exp
n
  R t
0
 
T1;mjE;M;X (ujE = 1;M = m;X = x) du
o

264fMjE;X(mjE=1;X=x)+exp
8><>:
Z t
0
(u;1;m;x)du
9>=>;f1 fMjE;X(mjE=1;X=x)g
375
264fMjE;X(mjE=0;X=x)+exp
8><>:
Z t
0
(u;0;m;x)du
9>=>;f1 fMjE;X(mjE=0;X=x)g
375
= exp
n
  R t
0
 
T jE;M;X (ujE = 1;M = m;X = x) du
o

264fMjE;X(mjE=1;X=x)+exp
8><>:
Z t
0
(u;1;m;x)du
9>=>;f1 fMjE;X(mjE=1;X=x)g
375
264fMjE;X(mjE=0;X=x)+exp
8><>:
Z t
0
(u;0;m;x)du
9>=>;f1 fMjE;X(mjE=0;X=x)g
375
proving the rst result by consistency.
Furthermore, by di¤erentiating with respect to t :
 T1;mjE;M;X (tjE = 0;M = m;X = x) exp
n
  R t
0

T1;mjE;M;X (ujE = 0;M = m;X = x) du
o
=  T jE;M;X (tjE = 1;M = m;X = x) exp
n
  R t
0
 
T jE;M;X (ujE = 1;M = m;X = x) du
o
 (t; e;m; x)+

 (t; e;m; x) (t; e;m; x) exp
n
  R t
0
 
T jE;M;X (ujE = 1;M = m;X = x) du
o
,  T1;mjE;M;X (tjE = 0;M = m;X = x) exp
n
  R t
0
 
T jE;M;X (ujE = 1;M = m;X = x) du
o
 (t; e;m; x) =  T jE;M;X (tjE = 1;M = m;X = x)
 exp
n
  R t
0
 
T jE;M;X (ujE = 1;M = m;X = x) du
o
 (t; e;m; x)+

 (t; e;m; x) (t; e;m; x) exp
n
  R t
0
 
T jE;M;X (ujE = 1;M = m;X = x) du
o
, T1;mjE;M;X (tjE = 0;M = m;X = x)
= T jE;M;X (ujE = 1;M = m;X = x) 

 (t; e;m; x)
proving the second part of the Lemma.
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PROOF OF THEOREM 7 By Lemma 1 and the assumptions of the theorem,
E

 (t; E;M;X)

dN(t) 

 (t; E;M;X)D
 (t) dt

Whj(E)

= E

T jE;M;X (tjE;M;X) 

 (t; E;M;X)

 (t; E;M;X)D
 (t)Whj(E)dt

= E
2664

T jE;M;X (tjE;M;X) 

 (t; E;M;X)

SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X) (t; E;M;X)Whj(E)dt
3775
=
P
e2f0;1g
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tje)E
26666664
8>><>>:
T jE;M;X (tje;m;X)
 

 (t; e;M;X)
9>>=>>;
8>><>>:
ST jE;M;X(tje;m;X)
 (t; e;M;X)
9>>=>>;
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(e)dt
37777775
=
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tje)E
26666664
8>><>>:
T jE;M;X (tj1;m;X)
 

 (t; 1;M;X)
9>>=>>;
8>><>>:
ST jE;M;X(tj1;m;X)
 (t; 1;M;X)
9>>=>>;
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) d (m)hj(1)dt
37777775+
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tje)E
2664

T jE;M;X (tj0;m;X)
	
ST jE;M;X(tj0;m;X)
	
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(0)dt
3775
=
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tje)E
2664 T1;M0 jM0;X (tjM0 = m;X)
n
ST1;M0 jM0;X (tjM0 = m;X)
o
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(1)dt
3775+
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tje)E
2664 T0;M0 jM0;X (tjM0 = m;X)
n
S
T0;M0
jM0;X
(tjM0=m;X)
o
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(0)dt
3775
=
P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tje)Te;M0 (t)STe;M0 (t)hj(e)dt
=
P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tje)T0;M0 (t) exp
 
dirc

STe;M0 (t)hj(e)dt
One can similarly show that
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E

D (t)Whj(E) (t; E;M;X) exp
 
dirc E
	
=
P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tje) exp
 
edirc

STe;M0 (t)hj(e)dt
which implies the result since
E

Uw
 
dirc ; 
	
=
Z P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tje)T0;M0 (t) exp
 
dirc

STe;M0 (t)

8>><>>:e 
P
e02f0;1g SCjE(tje0) exp(e0dirc )STe0;M0 (t)e
0
P
e002f0;1g
Z
SCjE(tje00) exp(e00dirc )STe00;M0 (t)dt
9>>=>>; dt
= 0
For the case of an additive structural model
E
R
W

dN(t) 

 (t; E;M;X)D
 (t) dt  Edira D (t) dt

 (t; E;M;X)hj(E)

= E

T jE;M;X (tjE;M;X) 

 (t; E;M;X)  Edira

 (t; E;M;X)D
 (t)Whj(E)dt

= E

T jE;M;X (tjE;M;X) 

 (t; E;M;X)  Edira

 (t; E;M;X)D
 (t)Whj(E)dt

= E
2664

T jE;M;X (tjE;M;X) 

 (t; E;M;X)  Edira

SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X) (t; E;M;X)Whj(E)dt
3775
=
P
e2f0;1g
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tje)E
26666664
8>><>>:
T jE;M;X (tje;m;X)
 

 (t; e;M;X)  edira
9>>=>>;
8>><>>:
ST jE;M;X(tje;m;X)
 (t; e;M;X)
9>>=>>;
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)hj(e)dt
37777775
=
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tj0)E
2664 T jE;M;X (tj0;m;X)

ST jE;M;X(tj0;m;X)
	
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(0)dt
3775
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+
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tj1)E
26666664
8>><>>:
T jE;M;X (tj1;m;X)
 

 (t; 1;M;X)  dira
9>>=>>;
8>><>>:
ST jE;M;X(tj1;m;X)
 (t; 1;M;X)
9>>=>>;
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(1)dt
37777775
=
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tj0)E
2664 T0;M0 jM0;X (tjM0 = m;X)ST0;M0 jM0;X (tjM0 = m;X)
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) d (m)hj(0)dt
3775
+
P
m2S
Z
SCjE (tj1)E
2664
n

T1;M0
jM0;X
(tjM0 = m;X)  dira
on
ST1;M0 jM0;X (tjM0 = m;X)
o
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(1)dt
3775
= SCjE (tj0)
h

T0;M0
(t)ST0;M0 (t)hj(0)dt
i
+
Z
SCjE (tj1)
n

T1;M0
(t)  dira
o
ST1;M0 (t)hj(1)dt
= 
T0;M0
(t)

SCjE (tj0)ST0;M0 (t)hj(0)dt
+
Z
SCjE (tj1)ST1;M0 (t)hj(1)dt

= 
T0;M0
(t)
P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tje)STe;M0 (t)hj(e)dt
One can similarly show that
E fD (t)Whj(E) (t; E;M;X)g =
P
e2f0;1g SCjE (tje)STe;M0 (t)hj(e)dt
which gives the result.
DOUBLYROBUST SENSITIVITYANALYSIS FOR SURVIVAL SEMI-
PARAMETRIC REGRESSION MODELS:
We propose a sensitivity analysis that is doubly robust under the Cox PH model.
For each xed  = ; consider the following modied estimating function for dirc :
Uw;dr
 
dirc ; 
 = Uw;dr  dirc ; ;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE
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=
R
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
 (t; E;M;X)
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
dN(t)
 

 (t; E;M;X)D
 (t) dt
 Edira D (t)

 (t; E;M;X) dt
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
W 

E   1(t;
dir
c ;
)
2(t;dirc ;)

  (t; E;M;X)SCjE (tjE)
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
fT jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)dt
 

 (t; E;M;X)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)dt
 Edira ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)dt

 (t; E;M;X) dt
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
W
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;


E   1(t;
dir
c ;
)
2(t;dirc ;)

+
P
m2S
P
e2f0;1g  (t; e;m;X)SCjE (tje)
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
fT jE;M;X(tje;m;X)dt
 

 (t; e;m;X)ST jE;M;X(tje;m ;X)dt
 edira

 (t; e;m;X)ST jE;M;X(tje;m ;X)dt
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;


e  1(t;
dir
c ;
)
2(t;dirc ;)

fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)
with
j
 
t; dirc ; 
 =
E
 
D (t)  SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)dt

Whj(E) (t; E;M;X) exp
 
dirc E
	
+
P
m2S
P
e2f0;1g
 
SCjE (tje)ST jE;M;X(tje;m;X)dt

fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(e) (t; e;m;X) exp
 
dirc e

One can then easily verify that Uw;dr
 
dirc ; 
;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE

is dou-
bly robust in the sense that
E
n
Uw;dr

dirc ; 
;SzT jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
o
= 0 if either SzT jE;M;X = ST jE;M;X
or f zEjX = fEjX :
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For the additive hazards model, we propose to use the following modied estimat-
ing function of dira :
Zw;dr
 
dira ; 
 = Zw;dr  dira ; ;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE
=
R 8>><>>: (t; E;M;X)
8>><>>:
dN(t)
 

 (t; E;M;X)D
 (t) dt
9>>=>>;W 
n
E   1(t;)
2(t;
)
o
  (t; E;M;X)SCjE (tjE)
8>><>>:
fT jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)dt
 

 (t; E;M;X)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)dt
9>>=>>;W
9>>=>>;n
E   1(t;)
2(t;
)
o
+
P
m2S
P
e2f0;1g  (t; e;m;X)SCjE (tje)
8>><>>:
fT jE;M;X(tje;m;X)dt
 

 (t; e;m;X)ST jE;M;X(tje;m ;X)dt
9>>=>>;

n
e  1(t;)
2(t;
)
o
fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X)
with
j (t; 
) =
E
 
D (t)  SCjE (tjE)ST jE;M;X(tjE;M;X)dt

Whj(E) (t; E;M;X)
	
+
P
m2S
P
e2f0;1g
 
SCjE (tje)ST jE;M;X(tje;m;X)dt

fM jE;X (mjE = 0; X) hj(e) (t; e;m;X)
One can easily verify that Zw;dr
 
dira ; 
;ST jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; fEjX ; SCjE

is doubly
robust in the sense that
E
n
Zw;dr

dira ; 
;SzT jE;M;X ; fM jE;X ; f
z
EjX ; SCjE
o
= 0 if either SzT jE;M;X = ST jE;M;X
or f zEjX = fEjX :
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